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Highlights (85 words)

 Chemical bonds and functional groups in synthetic single crystal diamond (SCD)

can result in THz optoelectronic response.

 SCD does not show typical semiconductor characteristics in THz regime. A

metallic to semiconductor transition can be observed at 10 K via examining the

temperature dependence of carrier density in SCD. There is a significant effect of

photon-induced electronic backscattering in SCD.

 THz time-domain spectroscopy can be applied for measuring the transmittance

and optical conductivity along with key electronic parameters of SCD with high

resistivity.
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Abstract

A systematic investigation is undertaken for studying the optoelectronic properties of

single crystal diamond (SCD) grown by microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition

(MPCVD). It is indicated that, without intentional doping and surface treatment

during the sample growth, the terahertz (THz) optical conduction in SCD is mainly

affected by surface H-terminations, -OH-, O- and N-based functional groups. By

using THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS), we measure the transmittance, the

complex dielectric constant and optical conductivity σ(ω) of SCD. We find that SCD

does not show typical semiconductor characteristics in THz regime, where σ(ω)

cannot be described rightly by the conventional Drude formula. Via fitting the real

and imaginary parts of σ(ω) to the Drude-Smith formula, the ratio of the average

carrier density to the effective electron mass �=ne/m*, the electronic relaxation time τ
and the electronic backscattering or localization factor can be determined optically.



The temperature dependence of these parameters is examined. From the temperature

dependence of �, a metallic to semiconductor transition is observed at about T=10 K.
The temperature dependence of τ is mainly induced by electron coupling with

acoustic-phonons and there is a significant effect of photon-induced electron

backscattering or localization in SCD. This work demonstrates that THz TDS is a

powerful technique in studying SCD which contains H-, N- and O-based bonds and

has low electron density and high dc resistivity. The results obtained from this study

can benefit us to gain an in-depth understanding of SCD and may provide new

guidance for the application of SCD as electronic, optical and optoelectronic materials.

Keywords: single crystal diamond, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy,

optoelectronic properties

1. Introduction

The mechanical, thermal, electrical and optical properties of synthetic single

crystal diamonds (SCDs) are very close to these of natural diamonds [1-3]. The SCD

has been already applied as an important and practical material in the fields of optics,

electronics and optoelectronics [2]. For example, i) diamond is an excellent material

for optical windows covering from X-ray and UV to terahertz (THz) under low-

temperature and high-pressure conditions [3]; ii) it has unique quantum properties and

is capable of optical and electrical control of nitrogen vacancy color centers at room

temperature [4]. This feature has been utilized for high-precision magnetic field

measurement [5], biological imaging [6], quantum detection [4], etc.; iii) SCD has

also been used as packaging material for semiconductor IC chips owing to its

extremely high thermal conductivity [7]; iv) due to its low atomic number, diamond

has a relatively large neutron scattering cross section and can be used in neutron

detection [8]; and v) it is an ultra-wide bandgap semiconductor which is important for

application in the area of high power and high temperature electronics and IC chips

[6,9]. For the application of SCD in optical and electronic materials and devices, it is

of great significance and importance to know the basic physical effects and material



parameters of diamonds. Electrical transport measurement has been commonly used

for the characterization and investigation of SCD [10]. However, since SCD normally

has high dc resistivity and low carrier density, some transport properties (e.g., the

carrier density) cannot be measured through Hall experiment which requires the

fabrication of ohmic contact electrodes on the sample [11]. The accuracy and signal-

to-noise ratio of the conventional electrical measurements on SCD are difficult to be

controlled technically.

On the other hand, optical measurements [12] such as photoluminescence (PL)

[13,14], Raman spectroscopy [15], UV-Vis absorption spectrum [16], FTIR spectrum

[17], etc., are fast, easy, non-contacting and non-damaging techniques which have

been applied for studying and characterizing of SCD. In recent years, the terahertz

(THz) optoelectronic technique such as THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) [18-20]

has been applied for the investigation of SCD. Because the THz photon energy (f=1

THz =4.13 meV) is much smaller than the bandgap of diamond, THz radiation can be

utilized for the investigation of free-carrier dynamics in SCD. In 2020, Amoruso et al.

reported [21] the THz transmittance of diamond. By using THz TDS, Ye et al.

demonstrated [22] the fingerprint absorption peaks and the dielectric response trends

in 0.1-3.0 THz bandwidth in polycrystalline and monocrystalline diamond films

grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In 2021, Pang et al. applied femtosecond

(fs) lasers to induce single crystal to amorphous phase transformation in normal grade

SCD flakes and proposed that such a technique can be used for realizing the THz

modulators [23]. These results indicate that THz techniques are powerful tools in the

study of diamonds.

In comparison to Fourier spectroscopy, a major advantage of THz TDS technique

is that it can obtain the complex optical coefficients (e.g., refractive index, dielectric

constant, optical conductivity, etc.) of a sample in frequency-domain without the help

of the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) transformation of the experimental data. Thus, one does

not need to use empirical or semi-empirical formulas for the K-K transformation in

dealing with experimental data. Therefore, the real and imaginary parts of the

complex optical coefficients can be obtained directly and more accurately via



transmission or reflection measurements. This study aims to apply THz TDS to study

and to measure accurately the basic optical coefficients of SCD with high dc

resistivity and low electron density. We intend to determine optically the key

electronic parameters of SCD and to examine the temperature dependence of these

parameters. Thus, we can benefit in more understanding about SCD from the

viewpoint of condensed matter physics and material applications.

2. Preparation and characterization of SCD

In this study, the microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition (MPCVD)

(PLASSYS, SSDR150, France) was used to grow SCD [15,24], where pure hydrogen

(H2) 5 N and methane (CH4) 5 N were taken as the precursor gases. The plasma

conditions were optimized by adjusting the input microwave power and the pressure

in the chamber. During the growth of SCD, the reactor chamber pressure was set at

250 mbar and H2 and CH4 gas flows were kept at 190 sccm and 10 sccm,

respectively. Meanwhile, the microwave power was set to be at 3500 W. No

intentional doping and surface treatment were made during the growth. The sample

looks colorless and transparent to daylight. The SCD wafer was then cut along the

crystal orientation or cleavage plane [400] and the sample size is 8×8×1 mm3.

In this study, the SCD samples were characterized by following methods

conducted at room temperature: i) X-ray diffraction (XRD, Empyrean) was applied to

examine the crystal structure and quality; ii) Raman spectroscopy was used to

measure the characteristic Raman shift, where the excitation wavelengths of 532 nm

(InVia, Renishaw plc) and 785 nm (Avaspec, The Netherlands) were used; iii) Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR, Nicolet iS 50) spectroscopy was employed to check the C-

based bonds; and iv) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Escalab Xi+, China)

was used to evaluate the concentrations of the major elements and the major

functional groups attached to the surface of SCD.

3. THz TDS measurement

In the present study, we apply the standard THz TDS technique for transmission



measurement of the SCD [19,25]. The experimental setup of our THz TDS system is

shown schematically in Fig. 1: i) the fs laser beam, generated from a Ti:sapphire

regenerative amplifier laser (Coherent Inc., USA. 35 fs pulse width, 800 nm central

wavelength, 1 kHz repetition rate, and about 1 mJ output power), is divided into two

beams by a beam splitter as the pump and probe light sources respectively; ii) the fs

pump laser beam with relatively larger radiation intensity is focused on a ZnTe crystal

to generate the pulsed THz wave. The THz radiation generated by the ZnTe crystal is

linearly polarized; iii) the generated THz beam is focused perpendicularly on the

surface of the SCD sample; iv) through a time-delay stage, the fs probe laser beam is

co-linearly incident to another ZnTe crystal along with the pump laser beam, which

drives the THz detector via the electro-optical (EO) sampling using quarter-wave

plate and Wollaston Prism [18]; v) the strength of the THz electric field transmitted

through the SCD sample, detected by the EO sampling system, is recorded by a lock-

in amplifier; and vi) the SCD sample is placed on the sample holder in a

superconducting refrigerator (Oxford, UK) with two quartz windows, and the sample

chamber is in vacuum. Thus, we can measure the strength of the THz electric field

transmitted through the SCD sample as a function of the delay time in the temperature

range of 1.5 to 300 K. Additionally, the key part of the THz TDS system is sealed and

filled with nitrogen gas to prevent frost forming on the optical windows of the

thermostat and the absorption of water vapor and dust to the THz wave. As a result,

the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement can be largely improved [26]. The

experimental setup in this study is similar to that in our previous study of the THz

optoelectronic properties of carbon nanodots [25].

In the measurement, the incident THz beam is applied perpendicularly to the

surface (i.e., the [400] plane, see Fig. 2(a)) of the SCD and the THz electric field is set

to be polarized linearly along the x-direction of the [400] plane of the SCD. Therefore,

the results obtained from the measurements relate to the optoelectronic response along

the x-direction in [400] plane of the SCD.



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the THz TDS system for transmission measurement. Here, WP, RM,

and PM stand respectively for the Wollaston prism, reflection mirror, and parabolic mirror. A Si

wafer is used as THz semi-transparent and semi-reflective mirror, and two ZnTe crystals are used

for THz generation and detection respectively.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Characterization of the SCD

The XRD spectrum for the SCD sample is shown in Fig. 2(a). There is a sharp

peak at 2θ=120°, which corresponds to the [400] crystal plane. This indicates that the

crystal orientation of SCD originates from the [100] direction and the sample has high

crystallinity. The Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 2(b). The sharp characteristic

Raman peaks for SCD can be observed at 1332.5 cm-1 with 532 nm excitation and at

1334.42 cm-1with 785 nm excitation. This peak is induced by the G-band Raman shift

due to electron interaction with longitudinal optic (LO) phonons in SCD [27]. There is

no characteristic peak of non-diamond carbon phases observed in the spectra,

suggesting the excellent crystal quality and the purity of our SCD sample. The FTIR

spectrum for SCD is shown in Fig. 2(c). It should be noted that the region from 2680

to 1600 cm-1 covers the major lines for intrinsic multi-phonon absorption from the C-

C bonds of the SCD due to dipole momentum changes [16]. The typical diamond

peak at 2158 cm-1 can be seen clearly.



Fig. 2. (a) XRD spectrum, (b) Raman spectra excited by two wavelengths as indicated, and (c)

FTIR spectrum of SCD.

Fig. 3(a) shows the full-scan XPS spectrum of the SCD. From the peaks at 284.8

eV, 399.19 eV and 532.07 eV, we learn that the SCD used in this study consists

mainly of C (91.72%), N (3.57%) and O (4.69%). The high resolution XPS spectra for

C 1s, N 1s and O 1s are shown in Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d), respectively. We note that: i)

from Fig. 3(b), the high-resolution C 1s spectrum can be deconvoluted into three

contributions from C=C (red curve), C-C (blue curve) and C=O (green curve) bonds,

which are peaked at 284.46 eV, 285.01 eV and 287.45 eV, respectively; ii) the N 1s

spectrum in Fig. 3(c) can be deconvoluted into two contributions peaked at 399.2 eV

for pyridinic N (red curve) and at 399.65 eV for amino N (blue curve); and iii) the O

1s spectrum in Fig. 3 (d) is attributed mainly from -OH (red curve and peaked at

530.95 eV) and C=O (blue curve and peaked at 532.21 eV) based functional groups. It

should be noted that the SCD sample was grown by MPCVD with taking H2 and CH4

as feed gases, which can normally result in the presence of hydrogen (H) terminations

on the surface of SCD sample [6,28] and of -OH-based functional groups on the

surface and in the body of the SCD. The conventional XPS cannot measure easily the

H-bonds on the sample surface because the binding energies of C-H bonds are close

to that of C=C bonds. Together with relatively large contents of N (3.57%) and O

(4.69%) and the associated N- and O-based bonds and functional groups found by our



XPS measurements, we would like to point out that there are impurities and defects

existing not only on the surface but also in the body of our SCD sample.

Fig. 3. (a) Full-scan XPS spectrum of SCD and the high resolution XPS spectra for C 1s (b), N 1s

(c) and O 1s (d), where the contributions from different chemical bonds and functional groups are

indicated.

4.2. THz transmission spectrum

The basic principle of THz TDS is to use fs laser pulse to generate and detect the

time-resolved THz electric field transmitted through the sample and to obtain spectral

information of the measured sample through Fourier transformation. In recent years,

we have applied the THz TDS technique for the investigation of low-dimensional and

nanostructured electronic systems such as graphene [29], monolayer (ML) MoS2 [26,

30], ML WS2 [31], ML hBN [32,33], carbon nanodots [25], etc. In the present study,

we take a similar approach for studying the optoelectronic properties of SCD. Firstly,

we measure the no-load THz transmission electric field in the time-domain at room

temperature as reference Eair(t). Then we measure the THz transmission electric field

through the SCD sample Escd(t) in the time-domain (see inset in Fig. 4) at different



temperatures. The corresponding THz electric fields in the frequency-domain, Escd(ω)

and Eair(ω), can be obtained through the Fourier transformation of Escd(t) and Eair(t).

Fig. 4 shows the amplitude and the phase angle of Escd(ω) for SCD in the frequency-

domain at different temperatures. As we can see, the amplitude of Escd(ω) decreases

and shows a slight blue shift with increasing temperature, whereas the phase angle of

Escd(ω) (which is negative) depends weakly on temperature and increases almost

linearly with radiation frequency.

Fig. 4. Amplitude and phase angle of THz transmission electric field as a function of radiation

frequency f=ω∕2π for SCD at different temperatures as indicated. The inset shows the THz electric

field transmitted through the SCD in the time-domain at a fixed temperature of 1.5 K.

From the results of Escd(ω) and Eair(ω), we can obtain the THz transmittance,

T(ω), of the SCD sample via:

     scd airT E E   ,

(1)

where |Ej(ω)| is the amplitude of the corresponding THz electric field strength in

frequency-domain. In Fig. 5, we plot the T(ω) of SCD as a function of radiation

frequency f=ω/2π from 0.2 THz to 1.2 THz for temperatures T from 1.5 K to 300 K.



We find that T(ω) decreases rather slowly with increasing THz radiation frequency

and temperature. We note that the features of THz transmission shown in Fig. 5 are

basically the same as optical window grade diamond plates grown by CVD using, e.g.,

Element Six BV (E6) Co., where the THz transmittance is about 70 % [34]. The

decrease in T(ω) with increasing T is attributed from the fact that optical absorption

increases with T. These results indicate and confirm further that SCD can be used as

THz optical window material working in a wide temperature range [3].

Fig. 5. THz transmission spectrum for SCD as a function of radiation frequency f=ω∕2π at

different temperatures as indicated.

4.3. Complex dielectric constant and optical conductivity

The results obtained from our sample characterization indicate that the SCD

grown by using MPCVD without intentional doping and surface treatment during the

growth are with H-terminations and N- and O-based chemical bonds and functional

groups on the surface and in the body of SCD. The presence of these impurities and

defects can result in surface and bulk conductions of the sample. The surface

conduction σs is mainly induced by H-terminations, while the bulk conduction σb

comes mainly from carriers induced by the activation and ionization of N- and O-

based impurities and defects in diamond. Technically, it is very hard to distinguish



experimentally the contributions from σs and σb in a sample and to determine

quantitatively the width region of the surface conduction. In this study, we assume an

averaged or effective conduction σ attributed from surface and bulk conductions.

Since the results are obtained from optical transmission through a relatively thick

SCD sample, σ can be considered as a consequence of two series connected

resistances via 1/σ=1/σs+1/σb. Thus, we can use the bulk model and approach to deal

approximately with the situation. With Escd(ω) and Eair(ω) obtained from THz TDS

measurement, we can obtain the complex refraction index n(ω)=n1(ω)+in2(ω) for

SCD sample via a standard relation between the transmission coefficient and the

refraction index for a bulk sample. For an air-SCD-air configuration, the transmission

coefficients are [35]

tair-scd=2/(1+n) and tscd-air=2n/(1+n). (2)

Here ta-b is the transmission coefficient for a light beam from layer a to layer b.

Therefore [35],

 ( ) ( ) 1( ) exp ( ) exp
( )

scd
air scd scd air

air

E nA i t t i d
E c

    
  

      
, (3)

where A(ω) and �(ω) are respectively the amplitude and the phase angle of the

complex transmission coefficient [note that the transmittance T(ω)=A2(ω)], and c and

d are respectively the light velocity in vacuum and the thickness of the sample. Thus,

for the case of weak optical absorption n1(ω)⨠ n2(ω), we have
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The complex dielectric constant ε(ω) for SCD is given as

ε(ω)= ε1(ω)+ iε2(ω)= n2(ω). (6)



Consequently, from THz TDS measurement, we can directly measure the complex

dielectric constant for a SCD sample. In Fig. 6, we show ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) as a function

of radiation frequency at two temperatures T=5 K and 300 K. As we can see, ε1(ω)

does not vary markedly with f=ω∕2π in 0.2-1.2 THz regime, whereas ε2(ω) decreases

monotonously with increasing THz radiation frequency. We note that the values of

ε1(ω) measured here are very close to the static dielectric constant [36,37] for SCD at

room temperature and the values of ε2(ω) are relatively small especially in high

frequency regime. We also see that both ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) depend weakly on

temperature.

Fig. 6. Real ε1(ω) and imaginary ε2(ω) parts of complex dielectric constant for SCD as a function

of radiation frequency f=ω∕2π at 5 K (green curves) and 300 K (blue curves). The inset shows the

temperature dependence of the background or static dielectric constant εb for SCD.

From a viewpoint of physics, optical conductivity is one of the most important

physical quantities for an electronic system, from which one can obtain the optical

coefficients such as the absorbance, refractive index, dielectric constant, etc. It is also

a bridge quantity between optics and condensed matter physics. For example, the

relationship between σ(ω) and the complex dielectric constant for an electronic

material is [32]



   0( ) /b i       and σ(ω)=σ1(ω)+iσ2(ω),

(7)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum and εb is the background or static dielectric

constant of the material. Using Eq. (7) and ε(ω) obtained experimentally, we can

obtain εb (see inset in Fig. 6) and the real σ1(ω) (black circles in Fig. 7) and imaginary

σ2(ω) (red circles in Fig. 7) parts of the optical conductivity for SCD. We find that εb

increases slightly with temperature. It was found that ε1(ω) for a polycrystalline

diamond disk is about 5.7 – 5.75 in 10 GHz -1 THz regime [38]. The larger ε1(ω) for

SCD shown in Fig. 6 is mainly because of the larger εb. It is known that εb is mainly

induced by electric dipoles in an electronic material. The presence of N- and O- based

chemical bonds and functional groups in our SCD sample can increase the electric

diploes in the sample. Furthermore, the presence of the grain boundaries in

polycrystalline diamond may reduce the effective electric dipoles in the sample.

Meanwhile, σ1(ω) for SCD increases monotonously with f and decreases slowly

with increasing temperature, whereas σ2(ω) is negative in 0.2-1.2 THz regime and in

5-280 K temperature regime. These behaviors of σ1(ω) and σ2(ω) do not obey the

conventional Drude formula for optical conductivity of an electron gas system [39,40].

The Drude formula is given as: σ(ω)=σ0∕(1-iωτ), where σ0=nee2τ∕m* is the dc

conductivity, ne is the carrier density, τ is the electronic relaxation time, and m* is the

effective electron mass. It suggests that σ1(ω) should decrease monotonously with

increasing ω and σ2(ω) should always be positive. In this study, we assume a bulk

model given by Eqs. (2) and (3) to count the averaged contributions of optical

conductivity from surface and bulk conducting channels. Therefore, ne is an averaged

or effective carrier density in the sample, which is with a dimension of the bulk

density. Furthermore, we employ the modified Drude-Smith formula (DSF) [40,41]

for the understanding of the experimental results. By taking only the first collision

term in the general Drude-Smith formula into consideration, the DSF can be written

as [40]:



  0 1
1 1i i
  
 

     
, (8)

where the coefficient �∈ [-1, 0] refers to the fraction of original velocity for an

electron after a collision event, which corresponds to the effect of photon-induced

electronic backscattering or localization [40]. When �=-1, the carriers in the

electronic system are fully back-scattered or localized and the conductivity

σ(ω→0)=0. When �=0, the DSF turns into the conventional Drude formula and the

carriers are in free motion [40,41]. We find that both σ1(ω) and σ2(ω) given by the

DSF can fit very well to our experimental results, as shown in Fig. 7 (see solid curves)

for temperatures from 5 K to 280 K.

Fig. 7. Real [σ1(ω), black circles and curves] and imaginary [σ2(ω), red circles and curves] parts of

optical conductivity for SCD as a function of radiation frequency f=ω∕2π at different temperatures

as indicated. Here the experimental and theoretical results are represented, respectively, by circles

and curves.

It is known that in good metals and semiconductors, the optical conductivity

induced by free carrier absorption can be described by the Drude formula. However,



in poor metals [42] and semiconductors [43] the deviations of the optical conductivity

from the Drude behavior can be observed experimentally. The DSF was proposed to

understand the non Drude-like optical conductivity on the basis of electronic

backscattering with the inclusion of the Poisson statistics [40]. In recent years, the

Drude-Smith like optical conductivity has been observed experimentally in

nanostructured materials [32], two-dimensional electronic systems [32,44], carbon

nanodots [25], etc. The results shown in Fig. 7 implies that the SCD does not show

typical features of a good semiconductor in THz regime. This is because the

conducting carriers in SCD come mainly from surface H-terminations and from those

induced by the activation and ionization of -OH-, O- and N-based impurities and

detects in SCD.

4.4. Key electronic parameters of SCD

Through fitting σ1(ω) and σ2(ω) with the DSF, we can determine the key

electronic parameters of the SCD, such as the dc conductivity σ0=nee2τ∕m*, the

electronic relaxation time τ, and the electronic backscattering or localization factor �.
Normally, the averaged carrier density in the sample can be evaluated with the

obtained values of σ0 and τ if we know the effective electron mass m*. However, for

SCD grown by MPCVD without intentional doping and surface treatment during the

sample growth, low carrier density and high dc resistance are normally the case. As a

result, it is very difficult technically to identify if the sample is n- or p-type through

the Hall measurement. Furthermore, we know that the surface H-terminations on SCD

are electro-positivity [6,28], whereas the -OH, C-O and N-based chemical bonds and

functional groups in SCD are electro-negativity [45]. Because the electrons and holes

in SCD are with different effective masses, we do not know which effective electron

mass can be taken for evaluating the carrier density if we cannot identify the

conducting type of the carriers in the sample. In this study, we take the ratio of the

average carrier density to the effective electron mass �=ne/m* for examining the

temperature dependence of the carrier density because m* in SCD normally depends

very weakly on temperature.

In Fig. 8(a), � in SCD is shown as a function of temperature T. We find that



when T is less than 10 K, � depends weakly on temperature. When T is larger than 10

K, � increases with T and can be fitted nicely by the Arrhenius relation:
exp( )BA E k T   ,

(9)

where α=1.89×1045 cm-3kg-1 and the activation energy is ∆E=0.41 meV. It implies that

the carriers in SCD are in metallic-like phase when T≤10 K and are in semiconductor-

like phase when T>10 K. The metallic to semiconductor transition temperature is at

about 10 K for our SCD sample. When T>10 K, the activation energy for SCD is

∆E=0.41 meV, indicating that the thermal activation of surface H-terminations, O- and

N-based chemical bonds and functional groups can be easily achieved in SCD and the� increases exponentially with temperature from 10 K up to at least room temperature.

Because H-, N- and O-based chemical bonds and functional groups are very sensitive

to THz radiation field [46,47], the thermal activation of the carriers can occur more

strongly in SCD in the presence of THz radiation.

Fig. 8. (a) Ratio of the average carrier density to the effective electron mass �=ne/m*, (b)
electronic relaxation time τ, (c) electronic localization factor �, and (d) dc resistivity ρ as a

function of temperature for SCD. In (a)-(c), the red dots are experimental results, the black curve

in (a) is obtained by fitting with Eq. (9), the curves in (b) are obtained by fitting with Eq. (10) and



the contributions from different scattering mechanisms are indicated, the blue curve in (c) is drawn

to guide the eye, and the inset in (c) shows the temperature dependence of the effective carrier

density n* in SCD by taking m*=0.23me. In (d), the contributions from different scattering

centers to dc resistivity of SCD are presented by using Eq. (10).

In Fig. 8(b), the temperature dependence of the electronic relaxation time τ is

presented for SCD (red dots). We find that τ decreases with increasing T and can be

well fitted by [48]:

0
1 1

AC LO
IM

T N
 
   ,

(10)

where τIM comes from impurity scattering and is independent on T, 1∕τAC=αACT is

attributed from acoustic-phonon scattering with αAC being a fitting parameter, and

1/τLO=ГLON0 is the contribution from LO-phonon scattering with ГLO being a fitting

parameter, N0=[exp(ELO∕kBT)-1]-1 the LO phonon occupation number, and ELO the LO-

phonon energy. For SCD, ELO=165.18 meV [49] as is also shown from in the G-band

Raman shift of SCD (see Fig. 2(b)). Through fitting, we obtain τIM=93.17 fs,�AC=2.702×1010 s-1K-1 and ΓLO=1.24224×1014 s-1 for SCD. The contributions from

different electronic scattering centers in SCD are shown in Fig. 8(b) as a function of

temperature (curves). As we can see, the decrease in τ with increasing temperature is

mainly caused by electron coupling with acoustic-phonons. This is because the

impurity scattering in carbon-based materials depends very little on temperature [50]

and the LO-phonon energy in diamond is very large. As a result, the temperature

dependence of the electronic relaxation time in SCD is mainly determined by

acoustic-phonon scattering up to room temperature [51].

In Fig. 8(c), we show the electronic localization factor � as a function of

temperature. We find that the value of � decreases slowly with increasing temperature

up to 60 K and it decreases sharply with increasing T in the temperature range from

60 K to 300 K, noting that � is a negative factor. This implies that the photon-induced

electronic backscattering or localization weakens with increasing temperature in SCD.



By taking ω→0 in Eq. (8), we get: σ(0)=σ0(1+�). Thus, the effective conducting

carrier density in the presence of electronic backscattering or localization in SCD

becomes: n*=ne(1+�). To get an idea about how large the averaged conducting carrier

density in our SCD sample is, we take the effective mass for an electron along the x-

direction in [100] plane of diamond, m*=0.23 me [52] with me being the rest electron

mass, to evaluate n*. The temperature dependence of n* is shown in the inset of Fig.

8(c). Similar to �, n* depends weakly on T when T≤10 K and increases with T when

T>10 K, indicating that the metallic to semiconductor transition can also be observed

by looking at the temperature dependence of the effective carrier density in

SCD. Because � is a negative factor, n* is generally less than ne, implying the

electronic localization. From inset in Fig. 8 (c), we see that when taking m*=0.23me

[52], n* ~1014 cm-3. If the sample is p-type, n* should be larger because m* for a hole

is heavier. Such value is at least 10 times larger than bulk carrier density in a non-

doped diamond [53]. There are two major reasons behind this higher value. First, the

carrier density obtained from our THz TDS measurement is the averaged contribution

from surface and bulk optical conductions, where the contribution from surface H-

terminations is also included. Second, our sample is with relatively large contents of

N (3.57%) and O (4.69%) and the associated N- and O-based chemical bonds and

functional groups, found by our XPS measurements, implying the presence of charged

impurities and defects in our sample.

By using the sample parameters obtained through fitting the experimental data

with the theoretical formula, the dc resistivity ρ=m*/(n*e2τ) can be obtained for SCD

in the presence of photon-induced electronic backscattering or localization effect. In

Fig. 8(d), the contributions to ρ from different electronic scattering mechanisms, ρIM,

ρAC and ρLO, are plotted as a function of temperature. We note that ρ in our SCD

sample depends weakly on temperature from 1.5 K to 300 K. The temperature

dependence of ρ for SCD looks weaker than that of � and of τ (see Fig. 8(a) and (b)).
This is because the decrease in τ is partial offset by the increase in n* with increasing

temperature. Furthermore, from dc resistivity obtained from THz TDS measurement,

we can estimate the square resistance of our SCD sample, which is about 103 Ω at



room temperature.

4.5. Further remarks

It is known that H-, O- and N-based chemical bonds and functional groups are

very sensitive to THz radiation fields [47,54]. From the conditions of our sample

growth and the XPS results shown in Fig. 3, we learn that there are surface H-

terminations and -OH-, O- and N-based chemical bonds and functional groups

presented in our SCD sample. The THz radiation can affect strongly the vibration and

rotation of these bonds and functional groups. Therefore, the strong optoelectronic

response to THz radiation can be observed experimentally in SCD via THz TDS

measurement.

In this study, we find that there is a metallic to semiconductor transition in SCD

at about 10 K, observed via examining the temperature dependence of � (see Fig.

8(a)). Because the conducting carriers in SCD come mainly from surface H-

terminations and from those induced by the activation and ionization of -OH-, O- and

N-based bonds and functional groups, these defects and impurities cannot be

thermally activated at low temperatures. Thus, � or carrier density in SCD in low

temperature regime does not alter with temperature and shows a metallic behavior

when T≤10 K. In relatively high temperature regime, the thermal activation of surface

H-terminations, -OH-, O- and N-based bonds and functional groups in SCD becomes

possible and, thus, the temperature dependences of the carrier density and the dc

resistivity in SCD show the typical behaviors of a semiconductor. It should be noted

that in SCD at relatively high temperatures, with increasing temperature the increase

in carrier density can be offset by the decrease in electronic relaxation time due to

acoustic-phonon scattering. Hence, the dc resistivity can depend weakly on

temperature up to room-temperature.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have prepared the high quality synthetic single crystal diamond

(SCD) by using the MPCVD technique. The THz TDS has been applied to measure



the optical coefficients of SCD, such as the transmittance, the complex dielectric

constant and the complex optical conductivity. Through fitting the experimental

results with theoretical formula, we have obtained optically the key electronic

parameters of SCD. The temperature dependence of these sample parameters has been

examined. The main conclusions drawn from this study can be summarized as follows.

We have found that there are the surface H-terminations and -OH-, O- and N-

based chemical bonds and functional groups in SCD sample grown by MPCVD

technique. These bonds and functional groups are the major sources of conducting

carriers in SCD without intentional doping and surface treatment during the sample

growth.

The transmittance of SCD depends on temperature and THz radiation frequency.

However, it is above 70 % in 0.2-1.2 THz at room temperature and decreases with

increasing radiation frequency and temperature. This finding confirms that SCD is a

good material for THz optical window. The real and imaginary parts of dielectric

constant in SCD depend weakly on temperature. ε1(ω) does not vary markedly with

radiation frequency in 0.2-1.2 THz regime and is close to the static dielectric constant

in SCD. However, ε2(ω) decreases monotonously with increasing THz radiation

frequency. It is suggested that SCD is not a good semiconductor in THz regime. Its

optical conductivity cannot be described rightly by the conventional Drude formula.

However, the modified Drude-Smith model for optical conductivity in an electron gas

can be employed to fit nicely the experimental results. Through fitting, we have

determined optically the key electronic parameters of SCD, such as the ratio of the

average carrier density to the effective electron mass, the electronic relaxation time

and the electronic localization factor. We have found that there is a metallic to

semiconductor transition at about T=10 K and the temperature dependence of

electronic relaxation time is mainly induced by electron coupling with acoustic-

phonons. Moreover, there is a significant effect of photon-induced electronic

backscattering or localization in SCD.

In this study, we have demonstrated that THz TDS is a powerful optical tool in

the investigation of SCD with high dc resistivity and low carrier density and in the



presence of H-, N- and O-based chemical bonds and functional groups. By using this

advanced technique, we can measure directly and more accurately not only the

complex optical coefficients but also the key electronic parameters of SCD. We hope

that the findings obtained from this study can help us to gain more understanding of

SCD and can provide a research basis for the application of SCD as electronic, optical

and optoelectronic material.
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